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Ready, Set … Go Paddling!
As your president I would like to thank the outgoing members of the KNL
Board (Joe Carroll, Michelle Nolan, Ian Fong, Richard Alexander, Gerry Power, Monica Storch, Gerry Power, Thomas Redmond, Mike Butland and Perry
Humphries) for all their hard work and contributions in making our club the
great success it is. As these people will tell you, a lot can be accomplished
when you volunteer a little bit of your time to help others enjoy great events .
I would also like to welcome the new board members( Gary Thomas, Gary
Davies, Eugene Forsey, Ian Fleming, Robert Locke, Peter Broderick and Hazen Scarth) I know all of these people will bring great ideas, energy and skill
to the board that will help make our club even better. Alex Mcgruer is remaining as our past president and continues to lead a number of club paddles
and promote our club and province to as many people as possible. With all of
the hard work that boards before us have done, we are in a great position to
focus our efforts on developing programs and events for all club members to
enjoy. To help us with this I invite you to contact us with any ideas or concerns you may have for programs or events.
Since the last edition of EBB & Flow the club has been involved in many
events and activities. One of these events was the Atlantic Paddling Symposium, which had 150 people attend from all over Canada and other parts of the
world. This was the biggest event of its kind held this year in Canada. Other
events included, St. John’s and Central Safety days, Notre Dame Bay Getaway, School Demo Days, participation in the Canadian Safe Boating Council
2011 Symposium and a number of club paddles. Thanks to all those who
helped out in any way on these events and activities.
One of the reasons our club is so successful, is that there are many volunteers
who offer themselves for all kinds of jobs at our many events. Without these
people it would be very hard to run some of these events . We will continue to
welcome whatever help you can offer us. One area in which we require your
assistance is with the leading of a club paddle. We need trip leaders for both
sea and white water kayaking. After all, the reason we all joined the club was
so we could meet and paddle with others who share the same passion for
kayaking as the rest of us . We need to plan a number of club paddles for the
upcoming year. Please let us know if you can help in any way.

Kayak Newfoundland & Labrador
P.O. Box 2, Stn. C
St. John’s, NL A1C 5H3

I am very happy to serve you and our club and to work with the other board
members to bring a great paddling year to you. I believe it is important to
give a little back to an organization that has given so much to me and others
over the years. This is our turn to serve you and I promise to do the very best
we can.

www.kayakers.nf.ca

Happy Paddling
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Atlantic Paddle Symposium 2011 May 20-23 Terra Nova
The committee for the 2011 Paddle Canada APS with the coordination from KNL knocked it out of the park this year.
28 world-class coaches lead 120 paddlers at the three-day event, held from May 20 to 23, 2011 near Terra Nova, Newfoundland. Newfoundlanders say it is not a proper May 24th weekend without a little snow. Sure enough, Saturday
morning began with an air temperature of 2 degrees and a 25 knot wind from the North, then it snowed for a brief moment. So, that was a great start for the event. I am sure everyone was thankful they had some decent thermal protection
to keep them warm.
A special thank-you needs to be expressed to KNL for allowing Paddle Canada to combine it's 2011 APS with the annual Paddler's Retreat which no doubt bolstered the event's record success.
Highlights of the fourth annual event, which featured sessions for canoeists and white water kayakers and sea kayaks,
included:
Mark Scriver leading and teaching solo canoe sessions in white water and then helping run a rock hopping session
Canoe Poling with Kevin Silliker, the master of the pole
Maligiaq Paddilla, world Greenland rolling champion, teaching Greenland rolling and paddling techniques
Brenna Kelly leading paddlers down some challenging white water
Christopher Lockyer leading two dynamic rock hopping sessions, one in 20 knot winds and 3-meter swells
Kevin Callan sharing tips and tricks about enjoying the outdoors
Loads of stokes and skill development sessions
And Matt Nelson working with students on incident management
Pictures from this year’s event can be found at http://www.atlanticpaddlesymposium.com/
Atlantic_Paddle_Symposium/Gallery/Gallery.html
The always entertaining Kevin Callan gave a great presentation on why we go on canoe trips, and Maligiaq Paddilla
showed some great videos from Greenland.
Sponsors included Paddle Canada, Kayak Newfoundland and Labrador, Canoe Kayak Nova Scotia, Canoe Kayak New
Brunswick, Thumblehome recreational canoe club and Simply for Life. Visit out site to see a full list of sponsors.
Many thanks go out to Capital Subaru from St John’s, without the use of the three 2011 Subaru foresters we would
have had a hard time getting our coaches to and from the airport in St John’s.
The volunteers and coaches included Matthew Nelson, Craig Burden, Alan Stanley, Birgit Kuhle, Blair Doyle, Brenna
Kelly, Craig Moores, Corey Locke, David Johnston, Graham Ketcheson, Jim Price, Kevin Callan, Kevin Redmond, Kevin
Silliker, Tim White, Mike Smith, Mark Scriver, Monica Lynns, Richard Alexander, Rick Wise, Rob Lemmon, Susan
Vokey, Amanda Harrington, Melissa Hickey, Steve Noel, and David Saunders.
Planning for the fifth annual Atlantic Paddling Symposium is now underway and we will be looking forward to your
continued support and energy in 2012. Stay tuned for updates from Atlantic Paddle Symposium
www.atlanticpaddlesymposium.com

Ebb & Flow
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Atlantic Paddling Symposium
2011
Photos by Melissa Langevin &
Sarah Onichino

Ebb & Flow
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Notre Dame Bay Getaway 2011
September 2-4, 2011
By: Chris Vincent, Photos by Colin Hiscock
In 2008 the KNL Board of Directors asked the Central Chapter if they would consider hosting a paddling retreat on the Labour Day weekend. As a result
of that request the Notre Dame Bay Getaway was
created to serve as an autumn retreat to complement
the KNL spring retreat, that is held each year on the
May 24 long weekend. It was determined that the
Notre Dame Bay Getaway would be a weekend of
day paddling trips in the Notre Dame Bay area. Very
successful events were held in 2008 and 2009, 2010
was missed due to logistical problems and our 2011
Getaway was held, in Lewisporte, on September 2-4
of this year, with twenty-eight registered paddlers.

Paddlers began arriving at Woolfery's Pond Municipal Park on Friday, Sept. 2, and attended a meet and
greet session in the evening to finalize registrations
and take care of waivers. Plans for a long, medium,
and short paddle on each of the next two days were
outlined, maps of the paddling area were displayed,
and the weather forecast and other points of interest
and concern were discussed. After an evening of finger foods and socializing everyone was looking forward to a full day of paddling on the Bay of Exploits
on Saturday.

community of Little Burnt Bay and proceeded to
Southern Head, which marks the eastern side of the
passage into the inner Bay of Exploits. On the return
trip they met up with Alex and Cecilia, who joined
the group for the remainder of the day. The long
paddle group continued past Southern Head to make
the 2.5 kilometre crossing to Upper Black Island for
the circumnavigation. The textured water and the
pod of porpoises that paid them a visit made their
paddle both challenging and memorable, however the
texture of the water and the speed of the porpoises
prevented them from getting many pictures of the
porpoises. The last paddlers were off the water by
5:30 pm, tired and ready for a barbecue and evening
of relaxation and socializing. A prize draw was held,
compliments of KNL and the Office of Boating Safety.

Sunday morning dawned sunny and with light wind.
It was decided that there would be two paddles on
this day with the short and medium paddles combined. All paddlers again launched from Northwest
Bottom, Foulkes Dock, and were on the water by
9:30 am. The routes this day would follow the eastern side of the bay through Shoal Tickle and Birchy
Tickle to Sivier and Camel Islands. The medium
paddle group visited a resettled community site in
Eastern Harbour on Sivier Island and the long paddle
Saturday dawned sunny and warm, however southgroup continued to make the two kilometre crossing
west winds of about 12-18 knots were forecasted.
from Sivier Island to Camel Island, which they cirThe planned paddles were along a sheltered shore
cumnavigated. Both groups stopped to do a little exthat would provide reasonable protection from the
wind for the short and medium paddles, however the ploring on sandy point in Birchy Tickle, which is a
long paddle that was planned to circumnavigate Up- well known Beothuck encampment site. All paddlers
per Black Island would be exposed for about half the were off the water by 4:30 pm and headed back to
Woolfrey's Pond Municipal Park, in Lewisporte, for
route. All three groups were on the water at Northwest Bottom, locally known as Foulkes Dock, in the another barbecue and evening of socializing.
community of Embree by 9:30 am. The short paddle
group explored along the shoreline and the community of Little Burnt Bay to an island at the mouth of the
Little Burnt Bay harbour, where they stopped for
lunch. The medium paddle group paddled along the
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Many thanks to the Central Chapter of KNL for organizing this event and providing trip leaders and
sweeps, and to KNL and the Office of Boating Safety
for providing prizes for the draw. Thank you to all
who participated and especially those outside the
Central Chapter who volunteered, on the spot, to act
as sweeps. Without everyone's willingness to help it
would be difficult to provide events like this to our
membership. We are looking forward to seeing you
all, and more, in central Newfoundland for the Notre
Dame Bay Getaway 2012.

Ebb & Flow

A special thank you must be extended to the Town of
Lewisporte, who made this paddling weekend possible by providing us with excellent facilities at a very
reasonable price and took care of providing for our
social and meals. The staff of Woolfrey's Pond Municipal Park also served as our on-shore contacts in
the event that on-water assistance should be required.
Without their assistance and generosity we would not
have been able to host this memorable weekend of
paddling in the Bay of Exploits.
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What is the best way to acquire these two skills if you don’t
have them already? Enlist the assistance of a skilled coach.
Doing something well and teach something well are two
By Richard Alexander
different processes. Rolling is a prime example of this fact.
Two things that will improve your overall paddling skill You can’t simply demonstrate the roll and then expect a
In ten years of teaching kayaking under the Paddle Canada student to perform one. Nor can you describe it and expect
program, I have come to the conclusion that if you want to a positive result. Rolling is learned kinaesthetically.
improve your hard boating skills, the biggest return on in- Someone needs to feel what it is like to roll before they can
vestment for time spent on the water is learning to roll and do it and, the reality is, very few people have a natural preference for learning this way. Someone who doesn’t know
surf. Both skills have exponential effects on boat control
how to teach kinaesthetically can actually do more damage
and paddling ability -- more so than any other skills you
to your roll acquisition then had you never tried.
can learn.

COACH’S CORNER

Learning to surf poses a different challenge – safety. The
biggest hazard in paddling surf is not the surf itself but the
other boats around you. I have seen many boats damaged
Paddle awareness – what angle does the blade need to be
in many ways and on many different occasions in surf. I
to roll, scull, or draw? Not having to think about it but
knowing “instinctually” the blade’s proper position by the have also seen people in the water in surf for long periods
of time before they could get to shore. Learn to surf with
feedback provided by the water is superior to having to
someone who understands the hazards and knows how to
look at it.
control the group on the water. I have made the mistakes
Recovery strokes – the high and low braces are essentially and learned from them. Believe me when I say surfing car¼ rolls. The majority of the righting outcome of a brace is ies more risk than almost any other activity in sea kayaking
a result of body movement (the hip flick) and is essential to but if you can manage the risk, the rewards are more than
the perfection of a brace. If you can roll well, you can
worth it.
brace well. In level 2 programming I teach rolling before
Learning to roll improves paddle awareness, bracing and confibracing for this very reason.
Rolling teaches:

dence

Confidence – although learning to roll and rolling in conditions are two different but related skills, simply being comfortable upside down, underwater, inside something is a
great confidence builder. This confidence translates into
greater success with edging, bracing and paddling challenging conditions.
Surfing teaches:
Boat awareness – how subtle changes in the angle, tilt and
yaw of your boat can enhance or destroy your control. You
can’t learn this paddling on a pond.

Richard Alexander is a sea kayak senior instructor trainer, the
highest level of certification for Paddle Canada. He was the
founding president of KNL. Richard has also served as the national president of Paddle Canada.
Photo by Richard Alexander of Jonathan Walsh doing a sculling
brace

Paddling with purpose – how power, aggressiveness and
decisiveness are important when paddling in conditions.
Timing and coordination – how to use forward paddling,
weight shifting, edging, ruddering and bracing in a specific
combination and with specific timing to enhance control.
Surf provides instant feedback on when each needs to be
performed and in what order.
Confidence – being able to play comfortably and safely in
surf builds confidence to deal with almost any condition
you might encounter. Being able to say, “yea, we can land
though that,” means exposed coastlines become more accessible and much safer.
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DISKO BAY
There are several types of fabric that can be used to cover
a SOF. Barring the use of seal skin, you can choose from
nylon, polyester and cotton, to name a few. I went with
By Sean Dawe
polyester because it can be sewn on loosely and then
Why build a skin on frame (SOF) kayak? Now that is a tightened up with the application of low heat from an
good question. Many people do not have the desire to
iron. I ordered my polyester from George Dyson in
paddle one, let alone take on a building project. So why
Washington. The 8oz polyester cost 2.00 a foot for a 5’
does one take on the task? For me, it was a natural prowide roll. The total cost plus shipping for enough fabric
gression derived from the use of the Greenland paddle. If to cover two boats was 100.00 including shipping. That’s
you study the use of the Greenland paddle, you will, inev- not bad!!
itably, come across SOF kayaks- the two go hand in
hand. The appeal of the SOF is two-fold for me; first, the
curiosity about how a wooden framed boat with a fabric
Construction began in early June and continued in “fits
skin actually handles and second, perhaps the most decidand starts” throughout the summer. On Aug 8th I did the
ing factor, is the rolling ability of these types of craft. I
“plastic wrap test”, i.e., I wrapped the frame in plastic
figured I just had to give it a try!
sheet and tape and took it out to the pond for “test float”
With no cockpit coaming and, hence, no skirt, the extremely low freeboard resulted in a mid-pond sinking but
With the decision made to build a SOF, the next was
not until after I had a chance to paddle about a it and get a
what design. I went with a semi-replica of a boat found in feel for the boat. Safe in the knowledge that boat would,
Harvey Golden’s book, Kayaks of Greenland. (I must
indeed, float I continued on with finishing the cockpit
point out that our Editor graciously loaned me his copy) and, finally, sewing on the fabric skin. Sewing on the
KOG #67 is a design from the Disko Bay region of West skin took three evenings over a weekend with many
Greenland that was built in 1931. The traditional conthanks to the help of my spouse, Cheryl. After three coats
struction of a SOF calls for the steam bending of several of Tremclad oil paint to waterproof the polyester, it was
dozen ribs in order to create the hull. I wanted a tradition- ready for the real test.
al looking boat but did not want the hassle of traditional
construction, so I went with the “fuselage” style method
of construction. In this method, a small number of plyThe official launch took place on Sept 6th with a trip to
wood frames replace the numerous ribs. Gunwales and
the pond followed by a short stint at St. Philip’s. Up until
stringers round out the rest of hull’s skeleton. Dave Gennow (October 28) I’ve had the boat on the salt water a
try, a SOF boat designer, lifted the lines from Golden’s
number of times, been to the pond a couple of times and
drawings and provided the offsets. Small changes were
brought it for the first pool session. I think I’ve used it
made from the original to accommodate my body size,
enough to formulate an opinion or two on it.
i.e., standard vs. ocean cockpit, slightly higher masik (the
frame at the fwd end of the cockpit) and a raised frame
where my feet are situated to allow my size 13 feet to
actually fit inside the hull. The non-traditional construc- The first thing you notice about the boat is that it’s light –
tion and my slight changes to the above-water hull make coming in at around 28 lbs. So hefting it on/off the car is
a breeze. While not an ocean cockpit (small round/oval)
this a semi-replica.
the masik is low enough that you need to sit on the back
deck and slide your legs into the boat two at a time. This
makes entry a little more difficult in certain conditions.
The frame material used is 17mm Russian Birch plywood
On the water, you can feel every movement of the water
while the keel, gunwales and stringers are Western Red
under you – the frame flexes and the skin moves with
Cedar. There are no metal fasteners in the hull whatsoevevery wave. You certainly feel a lot more “at one” with
er. Lashings of artificial sinew (waxed nylon) and woodthe water than in a glass or plastic craft. As mentioned
en pegs were used to attach the various longitudinals to
above, the boat has incredibly low freeboard in the aft.
the frames. Likewise, the stem and stern plates (11mm
There is about 1” of boat above the water right behind the
Russian Birch) were lashed and pegged as well.
cockpit. This means that the back deck (cont’d on p. 14)

SKIN ON FRAME KAYAK

Ebb & Flow
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Reflections on 14 years with the
Paddle Canada Sea Kayak Program
By Doug Alderson
It may have been the spring of 1989 when I built my first
sea kayak and the idea of paddling around Vancouver island began a slow and relentless intrusion into my
thoughts; I knew immediately that there would be much to
learn about how to navigate and propel my little craft. That
kayak would take me on two journeys, one coastal and the
other personal.
Published in 1981, John Dowd’s book Sea Kayaking: a
manual for long distance touring was and remains, a
good start for learning how to travel in a kayak. I needed
more than well-crafted text to take me from being a cumbersome novice to a minimally competent paddler. The
British Canoe Union’s program of courses soon came into
my view and a local retailer in Victoria BC had hired an
instructor from the U.K. to run a 3-star paddling skills
course; I enrolled immediately. It soon followed that the
local canoe and kayak club was asking those of us fortunate enough to have taken the BCU course to pass along
some of the skills taught. It became quite evident that there
was an insatiable appetite for on-water instruction for the
growing new activity of sea kayaking. Now as an impromptu paddling coach, I was looking for teaching resources and discovered the Canadian Recreational Canoe
Association (CRCA). I left a phone message asking if
they had any sea kayak courses.

kayak program drafted on paper, he was now conducting a
round of initial instructor assessments. Those initial assessments would certify a small group of CRCA sea-kayak
instructors and send them out across the wide expanse of
Canada to teach, and proof the new CRCA Sea Kayak Program.
Let it be said that any Canadian National enterprise will be
subject to regional debate, and the CRCA Sea Kayak Program was certainly no exception. As it turned out, there
was such a pent up desire in the paddling public, that sufficient momentum existed to propel sea kayak instruction
ahead with remarkable success and acceptance. Some of
the loudest voices were in opposition, but steady delivery
of quality courses, on the water, for paddlers, would win
what at least sounded to be a one sided debate.

Scott’s original program of courses had levels for beginner, intermediate and advanced paddlers with a division at
the advanced level for fresh water and ocean coastal paddling. As several years went by the courses were taught
and each fall season the CRCA Sea Kayak Program Committee reviewed comments received and solicited from
instructors and paddlers. Each year the Sea Kayak Program Manual continued in its evolution from Scott’s initial draft and was made more complete and previous text
was edited. The goal each year was to describe on paper
the reality of best practice of teaching sea kayaking as it
occurred on the water as taught by CRCA instructors and
experienced non-CRCA instructors. During these few early years Michael and I were both members of the 7 person
Sea Kayak Program Development Committee (PDC) and
as an off-shoot of that privilege we were increasingly invited to teach courses across Canada. One summer, between the two of us we taught courses in Nunavut, BC,
A few days later the phone rang and George, from New
Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, and
Brunswick, introduced himself and informed me that
Newfoundland. Some of the provincial paddling associawhile the CRCA did not offer kayak courses, they were in tions were watching carefully and we taught courses to the
the embryonic stages of creating a sea kayak program. At paddlers with the knowledge that we, and others like us,
this time I was a BCU certified Coach and on that basis he were being watched!
invited me and a friend of my choosing to come out to
Parry Sound Ontario for a preliminary CRCA sea kayak
The Program Manual evolved and was corrected starting
instructor course; the date was May 1998. I asked a local from introductory levels and as the paddling seasons
paddler of apparent skill, to join me in the opportunity to passed by the PDC worked through and edited the interaccept George’s rather ill-defined invitation. His response mediate levels, the advanced levels, moved onto the inwas an immediate “yes”. Michael Pardy and I first came structor levels and then at last to the Instructor-trainer levto know each other personally on that flight to Toronto
els. During these years several of the course offerings inand during the long drive to Parry Sound. Arriving at the cluded invited luminary BCU Coaches to teach, observe
White Squall Paddling Centre we met Tim Dyer, Scott
and comment on our Sea Kayak Program. We also had
Cunningham and the other course participants. We soon
members travel to attend international sea kayak events in
learned that Scott, from Nova Scotia, had been contracted Washington State, Maine, California, Ireland, and Scotby CRCA to write a made in Canada program of instrucland. There was no funding, and the irregular Program
tion, loosely based on the BCU program. With the sea
Development Committee operating annual budget of $1

Ebb & Flow
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Good News for KNL’s CPAS Proposal
By Peter Armitage
KNL’s Coastal Public Access Sites (CPAS) are now a reality with the provincial government’s decision to
designate 10 of them Crown Lands Reserves (CLR). Ross Wiseman, former Minister of Environment and
Conservation, wrote KNL on 28 June 2011 with the good news. KNL had submitted 14 candidate sites to
the department’s Land Management Division but not all of them could be accepted for CLR status because
of private property issues. The abandoned community of Thoroughfare, near Irelands Eye, is an example.

KNL member, Brian Duffett, said, “We’re ecstatic about this decision! It recognizes the fact that members of
the boating public and those visiting our province, including kayakers and sailors, need water access to remote coastal sites. They’re good for boil-ups, camp sites, or safe havens in the event of stormy weather.”

“Protection as Crown Lands Reserves means that KNL can publicize the CPAS locations without fear of
seeing them grabbed for cabins or other developments,” said Duffett. “Also, we’re now in a position to look
at a marine trail system in collaboration with the provincial Department of Tourism and Recreation.”

KNL approached the Province seeking CPAS protection because remote locations suitable for use by boaters are increasingly rare. Many if not most of the best sites have been taken for cabin development under
provincial License to Occupy (LTO) regulations. In many areas around the coast, particularly in the inner
bays, there are virtually no remaining public lands where boaters can stop to rest, enjoy a quiet moment in
the “great outdoors,” or pitch a tent.

The ten CPAS locations protected by the Province include Carroll Point and Gulch Pond in Placentia Bay,
Cooney’s Cove, Long Reach and Kate Harbour in Bonavista Bay, Julies Harbour and Shoal Tickle in Notre
Dame Bay, Gooseberry Island in Dildo Run, Hungry Barachois on the south coast, and Little Southern Harbour in Trinity Bay.

The CLR status for the CPAS locations "will be in effect until such time when Government implements a
Coastal and Ocean Management Strategy," said Minister Wiseman.

“While we commend the Provincial government for this initiative,” Duffett concluded, “we hope they’ll be
open to enlarging the CPAS inventory in the near future. There’s a number of areas where we have no
CPAS coverage, such as Bay of Islands on the West Coast.”

Sea kayakers can help KNL with the CPAS project by providing the names, coordinates, and other information about potential CPAS locations using a form available on the KNL website [which URL? Malcolm,
Tony Lee will supply this link]. Ideal locations have good landing beaches, flat, dry land above the land
wash for camping, and a brook, pond or some other source of clean drinking water.
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and coaming are constantly awash and this has a dramatic
effect on handling.

rear coaming in this boat is a mere 6.5” high, which means
you can easily lay right back on the deck. This is critical
for performing any number of traditional Greenland rolls.
One of the first things I noticed about the boat is that it
While I did some rolling in the salt water and on the ponds,
turns TOWARDS the edge and not AWAY from the edge, it was at the pool that I finally got a chance to really see the
which is the case for most boats. At first I thought this was boat’s capabilities. If I do nothing else but roll in this boat,
a flaw in my construction but later found out that this is a I will be happy. That single pool session was worth the
characteristic of boats with very low freeboard. The guncash and effort of building this boat!!
wales, which are in the water, hook the water and prevent
the “arse end” of the boat from sliding into the turn. In oth- So, how much cash and effort? A quick tally of the mateer words, the more aggressive you edge, the more this ef- rials puts the cost at less than $300.00 (yes, 300 dollars for
fect. There is a second reason as well; the gunwales, when a new boat) The fuselage method of building is very quick
in the water, act as keels and the boat wants to follow the
– quite unlike the traditional style that involves steam
curve of the gunwales. This is taking a bit of getting used bending all the ribs – so if you have the time to devote to
to – especially when you want to use edge control for surf- it, a boat could be finished in two weeks. I’m only now
ing and such. The boat does not turn on a dime, as I
getting used to the new boat and still people have been askthought it would but it can be finessed using sweeps. As
ing what will be my next building project. I keep saying
for tracking, it’s dead on. Wind has little to no effect on
that there is nothing on the horizon – YET!!!
this boat and it held a straight course in a 20kn cross wind
Specs: 16”7 LOA, 20” Beam, For more pictures and conwith no need for correction strokes whatsoever. In surf,
struction details, please visit my blog:
initial attempts at riding waves are showing that this boat
can be a little bit of rocket. It’s not pig on flat water, either. http://justyakkin2.blogspot.com/
While paddling this boat is fun and a little “different” than
my other boats, the real enjoyment comes with the rolling.
While a low back deck may adversely affect turning, it
more than makes up for this in the rolling department. The

Sean Dawe is one of KNL’s gifted kayak builder’s, the first
to reproduce a historic Greenland boat. He is also a member of the St. Phillips paddling group (who started there,
but have much extended their paddling range). Sean is also
an avid user of the Greenland paddle, a choice well-
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000 was usually not spent even when offered. In the program manual, levels changed, skills were moved up or
down a level, text was editted and these changes were always motivated by the consistent best practice of instructors across Canada. As Michael and I, along with Scott,
Tim, Richard, and other CRCA instructors across Canada
taught with and took courses from many different instructors, it was clear that there was a remarkable consistency of
what was being taught, how it was being taught and what
was thought to be best practice. The Program Manual continued to be updated to reflect those understandings. Progress was being made and new Instructors were being
trained. More communities across Canada were asking for
courses, and the number of courses offered grew steadily.
From Scott’s original draft, the three strands of paddler,
instructor and instructor-trainer settled into what still exists
and the paddling courses changed from four skill levels to
five skill levels. The Paddle Canada Sea Kayak Program
has always contained a significant and distinctive element
of touring and camping. A key element of the skill development in the course is that skills are to be measure by performance and not by description in a book of standards.
Within reasonable limits there are different strokes for different folks. If you are controlling your kayak well in the
appropriate conditions for the level of training, then your
strokes are probably good. Is there room for improvement,
yes, but it has been a long standing choice for the Sea Kayak Program to avoid finite and limiting description of the
one ‘right way.’

adolescent years; the program is showing signs of maturity.
Once upon a time I built a sea kayak and then along came
the CRCA (Paddle Canada) with its new borne Sea Kayak
Program. The Paddle Canada Sea Kayak program has given me the opportunity to paddle all three Canadian coasts,
four when you count the Great Lakes and I have gained
many quite remarkable lifelong friends. My reflections on
the history and success of the Paddle Canada Sea Kayak
Program are not how many levels there are, or if a particular skill should be included. The enormous success of the
program is evident in the personal discoveries of all the
paddling students, and their safe return after countless
astonishing travels.
Best wishes to all for many safe passages in good company.

In Canada the canoe and kayak were once a means of
practical transportation. The design of a modern sea kayak
is quite a different form and made of different materials,
but as a means human powered transportation it holds considerable similarity. In the past, the canoe and kayak were
tools for subsistence. Beyond the utilitarian uses of the
hunter-gatherer, independent travel by kayak or canoe has
long been a metaphor for life and spirit. The simple practice of pulling the boat forward, one paddle stroke at a
time, with uncomplicated human effort, has not changed.
All paddlers share in this experience. Today our primary
purpose of paddling has changed from subsistence to recreation but paddling as a means for spiritual transportaand it is typical of a volunteer run association to go through tion remains relevant.
cyclical stresses. Some members welcomed these changes,
Adapted from the introduction of “Kayak Around Vancouothers did not. Along the way some instructors drifted
away but for each one that departed two seem to have come ver Island” by Doug Alderson
on board.
Having served 11 years on the Sea Kayak Program Committee and about 5 of those as Chairman, trust me, there
was lots of discussion. All advice, criticisms and suggestions, that came from instructors and paddlers were given
open-minded The early decision of the CRCA executive to
create a Sea Kayak Program was an opportunity for the
CRCA to grow and evolve. Along the way the Canadian
Recreational Canoe Association changed our name to Paddle Canada, and that change signaled some quite significant financial, and constitutional changes to our association. renewed the sequence The Canoe Program also and
content of its courses. All those changes were needed for
the survival of Paddle Canada and thorough consideration
and then a clear consensus of what was best for a nationwide Sea Kayak Program, a good Canadian compromise.
The Sea Kayak Program is now past its years of infancy,
and I characterized my years as Program Chairman as the
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Greenland kayak in fibreglass
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF SEA KAYAKING IN
THE UK: A PERSONAL ACCOUNT
BY JOHN RAMWELL
I have been ‘paddling my own canoe as skipper and crew’
for some fifty years. Fortune often comes with being in
the right place at the right time and I was both as our
sport began to really take off in the 1960s back home in
Britain

To trace the origins of the contemporary sea kayak you
need to look at the history of the Inuit and Aleut. There
are few water craft with a history as old as that of kayaks.
There is evidence that they existed 2000 years ago and
David Zimmerly believe their existence goes back by
probably 5000 years.

The tradition of long open water and coastal kayaking
journeys has always been a feature of our sport. Though
most long distance journeys were undertaken in Umiaks
as shown on the left The Inuit would often travel long distances in their kayaks as they hunted for seal (or in their
search for brides from other coastal Inuit communities have a look at the film, ’Nanook of the North’, 1922 – to
be found on Utube), often in big seas. In the 19th and 20th
Century these long trips have been emulated by European
paddlers as they pushed the boundaries of open water
recreational kayaking; this time to pursue adventure and
exploration rather than sustenance – or brides!

Among the first known recreational craft that can be described as a kayak comes to our notice in 1830 when a
Mr. Canham, a London based engineer, paddled from
France to the Channel Islands. A description of his craft
appeared in a newspaper of the time and reads as follows, “much like an Icelanders ‘caiak’, consisting of a light
As fascinating as it is to discuss the origins and developweight wooden framework some 10ft by 2ft, covered with
ment of kayaks this far back in time, I want to dwell on
tarred canvas. At one end was a receptacle for containing
the comparatively recent history with an emphasis on
provisions and at the other, one for holding Congrave
how this recreational activity has developed in the United
rockets, to be used in case of ship wreck. Each gunwale
Kingdom (UK). But before I do I shall briefly go back in
had attached to it a long thin bag filled with bladders to
time to well beyond my own period and discuss how this
aid stability. The owner, sitting in the centre, was protectsport of ours has moved on from being undertaken by the
ed from spray by a covering of tarred canvas” So not
Inuit to ensure their very survival to it being adopted by
much is that new after all!
European paddlers as a tool for recreation, for adventure
and for exploration.
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more available, particularly between the two world wars.

In 1865 a Scot, John MacGregor, had a wooden lapstrake*
kayak built, reputedly modelled on native canoes of North
America and Alaska. It was 15ft long and 28ins wide and
9ins deep. It weighed 80 pounds. He named it ‘Rob Roy’.
An unfeathered 7ft paddle and a lug sail (The lugsail is an
evolved version of the classical square sail. In both rigs, the
upper side of the sail is attached to a spar, or yard, which
is hoisted up the mast by a rope) and jib were the two
methods of propulsion. John MacGregor went on to write
accounts of his journeys and the first of these he called, ‘A
Thousand Miles In The Rob Roy Canoe’. This book did a
lot to encourage canoeing in Britain at the time.

For me one personality stands out, that of Gino Watkins.
In 1930 he led the British Arctic Air Route Expedition to
Greenland. He and his team obtained kayaks from the local Inuit who taught them how to use these craft. Gino
became very adept at using his kayak and was able to provide much of the fresh seal and fish to feed his group. He
returned to Greenland in 1932 to continue his survey work
for the air route over the Arctic and whilst out hunting met
his untimely death. His body was never recovered but his
kayak lies in a corridor at the Royal Geographical Society
building in London. I have often campaigned for its proper
location and preservation but there it lies, hardly in state.

I could go on to elaborate on other canoeing exploits in
the 19th Century. Suffice to say that the Scots undertook
some remarkable and pioneering trips. A visit to the north
west coast of Scotland will make it clear why; like Newfoundland this area is a mecca for sea kayaking.
You may think that Peter Brays’ crossing of the Atlantic
from St Johns to Ireland in 2001 was remarkable, as inJust before leaping ahead to discuss the developments in
deed it was. But in 1928 Franz Romer set out alone from
the 20th Century I will mention that in 1887 the British CaPortugal, travelling 4,000 miles, spending 58 days continunoe Association was formed and though it only lasted thirously at sea before landing at Puerto Rico. Perhaps you
ty years it was the embryonic start of the forming of the
may have heard of Oskar Speck. For the longest time his
British Canoe Union (BCU), of which more later.
story went untold but his journey by kayak remains one of
In moving to the 1900s I recognise that I do grave injustice the longest at over 30,000 miles. He left Germany in 1932
to the many other pioneering individuals of the 19th Centu- and paddled to Australia, arriving there in 1939. He was
ry and their exploits. They did much to lay the foundation met by the police who, after congratulating him, promptly
arranged for his internment. World War Two had just
of many equally innovative exploits that occurred in this,
th
st
started. Speck used a wooden framed ‘Folboat’ double
the 20 and 21 Century. Again the Scottish paddlers led
the way. Also the advent of folding kayaks and more avail- kayak.
able time and money led to the sport becoming so much
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Within sight of the English coast Geoff became separated
from his kayak and clung to a buoy for many hours before
swimming to the English coast. Once recovered, he borrowed another Ammassalik kayak from Ian Bourn and
went on to complete his trip to Maidstone, his departure
town on the south coast. His subsequent book,
‘Ammassalik Round Britain’ became a popular read and
probably inspired Paul Caffyn and Nigel Dennis to complete their circumnavigation of mainland Britain in 1980 in
85 days and subsequently Bill Taylor et al to go on and
complete their circumnavigation of mainland Britain and
Ireland in 1986.
Before focussing on the development of sea kayaking in
the UK I will add a few further names and their exploits to
the list of ‘interesting’ kayaking journeys. In 1975 Derek
Hutchinson and team attempted to cross the North Sea,
west to east. A crossing not without epic ......I know, I was
there. In 1977 Frank Goodman et al rounded Cape Horn. In
the same year Geoff Hunter and Nigel Foster went round
Iceland. In 1981 Nigel went on to paddle from Baffin Island
to Labrador, this trip also was not without incident as he
came to grief at the south end of his Hudson Bay crossing.
It is a fascinating tale of survival and good fortune. In the
same year I went to the Bering Sea with two buddies to
circumnavigate Nunivak Island. Another paddling story; if
only I had the space. The list of ‘interesting’ kayak journeys
goes on as boundaries are pushed outwards. South Georgia, Bass Strait, Gulf of Carpentaria; these are the venues
of fairly recent expeditions that come to mind as are Australia to New Zealand in 2007 and the circumnavigation of
Madagascar, 5000Km in 12 months.

Another legendary journey and one by which all open water expeditions by kayak
are measured is probably that done by Hannes Lindemann
when he crossed the Atlantic in 1956. While he was not
the first to make such a crossing, his book, ‘Alone At Sea’,
caught the imagination of many. His trip from the Canary
Islands to the Bahamas took 72 days. It was quite a feat of
survival. He used a 17 ft folding Klepper Aerius double
kayak. (A folding kayak with wooden frame and covered
with canvas as made by Klepper of Rosenheim in Germany) Now I realise that Speck’s and Lindemann’s exploits
were not British but any history of kayaking should not, in These expeditions continue to fuel an even greater interest in sea kayaking as more and more clubs, schools, ormy opinion, fail to mention them.
ganisations and individuals take up the sea kayaking chalIn 1970 Geoff Hunter, an old paddling buddy of mine, allenge. Many years ago I led a small group towards Fingal’s
most circumnavigated Britain in his self made Ammassalik Cave off the west coast of Scotland. I was extolling the fact
kayak. I say almost as he cut through the middle of Scotthat we were enjoying an activity yet to be discovered.
land rather than go round the northern end of Scotland
Hardly had I got the words out of my mouth when 20 or so
and encountering the wrath of Cape Wrath. Geoff stayed kayaks appeared from around the headland also making
at the home of my parents the night before he attempted their way to the Cave which soon became rather crushed
to cross the Solway Firth, the twenty mile or so stretch of with kayaks; a sign of things to come.
water separating Scotland from England on the west coast.
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We have moved on from a small clique of paddlers all
known to each other to a huge number of ever increasing
paddlers. Long may this continue.
Along with this increasing attraction and interest we have
seen a plethora of kayak designs with improvement to kit
such as paddles, hatches, rudders, PFDs, camping gear.
Watching the docudrama of Scot and the Antarctic I am
never failed to be amazed at the gear they had to use, all
state of the art for the period but light weight and reliable
it was not. We have come a long way thanks to the progress of technology. My first paddle across the English
Channel ( a distance of +/- 20 nautical miles between England and France) was done in a slalom type touring kayak
with a skeg held in place with a shock cord. No bulkheads,
no pumps and little directional stability. Sponges sufficed
to keep the kayak dry-ish. Improvisation was the order of
the day. I kept my flares dry by keeping them enclosed in a
length of plastic plumbing pipe and used dry bags to keep
kit dry-ish. Now we have a huge choice of kayaks fitted out
with electric pumps, GPS navigation and equipment that
remains truly water proof. Cell phones in particular have
made a big improvement over the recent years as they are
more reliable and have features like navigation and cameras. All far removed from the ‘good old days’.

ing the constitutional structure of the BCU for the next 20
years. Currently the BCU Ltd. runs with representation
from the Scottish and Northern Irish Associations together
with Canoe Wales and Canoe England; this process is still
evolving.
One of the most important contributions to canoe sport
from the early BCU was the introduction of a coaching
scheme. This provided a comprehensive syllabus of skills
and knowledge combined with a series of tests and awards
to take a paddler from novice to senior coach. It made for
a progressive learning and teaching structure which encouraged the sport to flourish at all levels, be it recreational or competitive, with an appropriate balance between
adventure and safety. The BCU Coaching Handbook became the bible. I sometimes think we are caught up with
our own success as I firmly believe the BCU should remain
within its own geographical boundaries and encourage
other national governing bodies around the world to devise their own coaching scheme, albeit based on that of
the BCU should they so wish. I digress.

There have been books on canoeing that included chapters of sea kayaking going well back. Alan Byde’s book,
‘Living Canoeing’ was an early inspiration to me as was
such as ‘A Thousand Miles In The Rob Roy’ and ‘The Rob
Roy On The Jordan’, both by John MacGregor. As far as I
know the first book devoted entirely to sea kayaking was
Earlier on I mentioned the birth of the British Canoe Unmine. I called it ‘Sea Touring’ and first published it in 1976.
ion; said it was initially the formation of the British Canoe This was an attempt to bring together a variety of relevant
Association in 1887. Though this Association lapsed it was subjects important to sea kayakers such as meteorology,
reborn in 1933 when it merged with the Canoeing Section navigation, charts, buoyage, safety, expedition planning,
of the Camping Club Of Great Britain. The problem with
etc. It clearly served a purpose as it went on to four edithis arrangement was that being merely a section of an
tions and sold, even in those early days, over 22,000 coporganisation that’s main interest was not canoeing, the
ies. Apparently, so I was told, it was the book most often
international canoeing fraternity did not consider it worthy filched from outdoor centre libraries.
of recognition as a national governing body for the sport
and consequently would not accept it into affiliation. Only Even before the formation of the BCU there were many
flourishing canoe clubs around the country. With a well
by being affiliated to the international body would it be
recognised by the Olympic Games Committee. So in March structured coaching scheme it was easy to welcome and
retain many new comers to canoe sport. The fairly rapid
of 1936 nearly all the big canoe clubs and organisations
met in London to agree on the establishment of the British growth of sea kayaking was therefore well supported. ImCanoe Union; thus allowing British paddlers to compete in proved kayak design together with the advent of glass fithe 1936 Olympic Games. It was not until 1978 that it was bre sea kayaks in the early 1970s and the tenacity and enthusiasm of a particular bunch of paddlers from the North
agreed to form a federal structure to allow for the
Scottish, Welsh and Irish Canoeing Associations; so defin- East of England meant that sea kayaking was here to stay,
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here to flourish and here to be enjoyed by a growing num- growth of sea paddling which was to spread around the
ber of enthusiasts.
world as a recreational activity. It seemed that all the necessary ingredients came together. Available kayaks designed for the British paddler and based on the Inuit kayak,
(after all, why re-invent the wheel when the Inuit had successfully produced a sleek hunting machine and had take
thousands of years to do it), an enthusiastic bunch of
Turning now to
young people looking for an adventure outdoor activity, a
the more recent past. Credit for the first ever sea kayak
local environment with some fantastic paddling opportunicommercially produced in glassfibre in the UK must go to ties (The Farne Islands with its fast tides, plentiful wildlife
G.L.Gmach, a UK based Hungarian who called his kayak the and close enough to the coast to be accessible) and a
‘Wessex Sea Rapier. Though a good sea kayak it bore no
strong local history of boat building. The cake was ready
resemblance to a Greenland kayak. In terms of providing
for cooking.
the impetus for the design of modern day kayaks based on
the Inuit kayak, the Igdlorrsuit (shown on the right) should From Duncan Winning, OBE, Hon. President of the Scottish
take pride of place. This original West Greenland seal skin Canoeing Association I learnt that Geoff Blackford used the
kayak brought home by Ken Taylor in 1959 as his inspiracovered kayak was brought back to the UK, (Scotland) by
tion when designing his own kayak for the benefit of the
Ken Taylor back in 1959. Ken was an under-graduate at
Glasgow University when he undertook a three month solo bigger torsos of the Europeans, a kayak he called the ‘Anus
expedition to West Greenland to study the kayak and it’s Acuta’. This design was subsequently taken up by Frank
Goodman of Valley Canoe Products (VCP). Frank used it to
place in the Inuit culture
make drawings of his first and most successful sea kayak
design: the kayak he called the Nordkapp. He was asked
by Colin Mortlock to design a directionally stable, fast and
sound (water tight) kayak with good carrying capacity and
with bulk heads and hatches fit for Colins expedition to
Norway in 1975 when he, with others, completed a journey from Bodo to Nordkapp in Northern Norway. Rough
seas and weather tested this new design and it was not
found wanting. The design principles incorporated in the
Nordkapp (a moderately ‘V’d keel, softer chines and disHere tinct Inuit kayak profile became so widespread that these
he learnt how to use these craft and was clearly an avid
characteristics have become known as the ‘British Style’)
student and subsequently keen to share his new skills and led to the production of this kayak in many different verknowledge with fellow paddlers back home in Scotland. It sions to suit varying torso and purposes. This model has
was his kayak that was probably the one used as a temstood the test of time in that it remains synonymous with
plate for our contemporary sea kayaks.
the term ‘sea kayak’ around the world.
In 1966 another Brit., Chris Hare, also returned home to
the north east of England from Greenland with his own
Inuit kayak (interestingly made by the son of the Inuit who
made Ken Taylor’s kayak) and, for my money, this became
the real spark that lit the present day fire. Names such as
Derek Hutchinson, Chris Jowsey, Lofty Wright et al, all
from the NE England, joined Chris in encouraging the
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It took a while to distribute our early British made kayaks
around the world. I had to arrange for three of these kayaks to be transported from the UK to Nunivak Island in the
Bering Sea for our 1987 expedition to go round this Island.
This feat of logistics alone deserves a story but I must
move on.
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Though the initial market was the UK they were soon finding their way to USA and beyond. Of course countries
around the rest of the world soon started up production
based on their own designs so that there are very few
places, remote or not, where sea kayaks cannot be hired
or bought today.

the time. I staged in the middle of England, in Birmingham
at their university. It was not possible to get further away
from the sea and I took some criticism for this but I stuck
to the line that this was to be a true symposium where the
flow of ideas and information would take precedence over
paddling. 51 weekends of the year could be used for
getting wet; this was to be a learning and sharing experiBy the early 1970s the BCU identified the need for a speence. The university provided food, accommodation and
cialist committee to cater for this blossoming aspect of
lecture facilities and we made excellent use of them all as
canoe sport. The BCU functions on the back of such com- well as the bar. Since this first event symposiums, albeit
mittees which care for all the different aspects of canoeing most often water based, have become a regular feature of
such as slalom, white water, sailing, coaching, racing,
the sea kayaking scene the world over. Nigel Dennis’s
surfing, touring, river access etc. Hence the Sea Touring
meets on Anglesey, North Wales encapsulated everything
Committee came together with myself as it’s first chairthat was good about symposiums. They are based on a
man. I pulled together a group of fellow enthusiasts inwonderful coast line with plenty of exciting tide rips, overcluding many from the NE England. I saw communication falls and destinations worth exploring. There are coaching
as being essential and so regularly produced a broad sheet sessions, mini expeditions and plenty of presentations by
of information regarding progress and potential agenda
class speakers.
items to keep the ball rolling between meetings. Thus was
inadvertently started the International Sea Kayaking Association which was separate from the BCU Committee but
worked in parallel with it to bring in paddlers from all over
the globe. It certainly fulfilled a role as it lasted for over
forty years, producing a 20 page newsletter every two
months. There was no internet in those days and my
newsletter provided a whole range of material from trip
reports, gear reviews, general information, etc. to promoting such as meets and symposiums, (events you term John Ramwell is a modern pioneer of sea kayaking in the
as retreats). All this gave me some influence over the ear- UK. As his article indicates, he was involved with persons
ly development of sea kayaking in Britain and so felt my
such as Geoff Hunter who used a Greenland kayak in the
efforts were more than amply rewarded.
first “circumnavigation” of Britain and with Frank Goodman at Valley Canoe who took a Greenland design and
modified it into the classic modern sea kayak, the Nordkapp. John was a kayak racer. He was also at the forefront
of extreme long distance paddling, as well as paddling in
harsh conditions in isolated locations. John made other
valuable contributions to the development of sea
kayaking , notably as founder of the Sea Touring Com. mittee of the British Canoe Union, as a BCU Five Star Coach
(their highest level), as an organizer of sea kayak symposia
I believe I am credited with putting on the very first sea
and, for many years, editor of the International Sea Kayak
kayaking symposium back in 1975 .....at least Duncan Win- Association newsletter. He and his wife, Jennie, live part of
ning says so in his official history of canoeing. I do not re- each year in Cottlesville on New World Island, where he
member where the idea came from, it just seemed right at can be seen paddling with friends.
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This is my first issue as editor .My predecessors, Neil
Burgess and Peter Armitage, set high standards.

I’d note two special guest writers: Doug Alderson, who
gives us the history of the Paddle Canada sea kayak program; and, John Ramwell, who describes the development of sea kayaking in the UK.

I’d note a new feature, “Coach’s Corner”, in which Paddle Canada instructor’s … we have more than our share
of senior instructors in Newfoundland … share their
knowledge and experience.

Newfoundland is a great place to paddle, white water as
well as sea kakaying. KNL is a great way to find friends
with whom to paddle . Ebb & Flow is a great way to
share our paddling experiences.

The Editor’s Desk
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A Little Whitewater Madness on the March Brook
with Chris Buchanan & Friends
I've been captivated by March Brook since my first
hike up the bottom portion of the creek in 2001.
The first descent in 2002 was hampered by the fact
that it was -7C and two of us were in unfamiliar,
brand-new creek boots. However, that didn't stop
Kev England from stomping six of the seven big,
manky waterfalls while the rest of the crew
watched. Ever since I've wondered, perhaps obsessed, if it was the day or me that held me back
from running more of the drops.

That’s how Chris Buchanan begins his blog entry
concerning the second descent of the March Brook
in April 2010. He continued:

One of the main points of this trip was to find out
how many waterfalls were present above the 2002
put-in. We found one class IV rapid that consisted
of two broken ledges. Below this rapid is a distinct,
river wide horizon line that marks a 3 m waterfall.
There are multiple lines on this drop and it is pretty
straight forward. I chose a line that was not obvious until I was downstream scouting the next horizon line. This drop makes for a very motivating
start to March Brook.

The next horizon is misty and simply feels bigger
than the first waterfall upstream. The waterfall is 6
m high and is defined by a u-shaped ledge. An ugly looking pocket forms at the upstream end of the
U, but there was a lot of water flushing downstream on the river left side of the drop and I don't
think getting stuck would be a problem for very
long. Still, being a Nervous Nelly I chose the conservative line on the extreme downstream side of
the ledge on river left. This end of the ledge lands
entirely on water flowing out of the drop and is a
pretty easy line to hit and you still get airborne for
6 m. Mind you I could have made it look prettier
with a proper boof.
See more at http://www.riversnl.blogspot.com/
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